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Appeal.

Low I.Q Pride!
Show your support for the Low
IQ Pride Movement by wearing
an oxygen suppressor over your
mouth! Bacterial pneumonia,
face rashes and nausea due to
lack of oxygen can be fun!

Proudly Showing
Complete Stupidity
Why not wear an oxygen
suppressor (obedience
muzzle) over your mouth
whilst driving and have a
smashing time!

The Low I.Q Pride Movement!
How to be a member:
1. Rigidly believe the authorities psychological insight and nudge units’ fear porn,
hyped up further by mainstream media who tell you what they have been instructed to
want you to believe, but not necessarily the truth! Dismiss anything outside the narrow
criteria as “A Conspiracy Theory!”
2. Smugly regurgitate what the mainstream media and government has brainwashed
you to believe and develop selective hearing. Only listen to what you have been
instructed to believe by mainstream media and the authorities.
3. Childishly ridicule, without listening to them, anyone that has provable evidence that
hyped up voodoo flu is a pack of lies. Childishly call them “A Conspiracy Theorist!”
4. Flip it around and accuse people who know the real truth as members of The Low IQ
Pride Movement. Above all, DO NOT THINK, thinking is dangerous!
REMEMBER
Please spare a thought for the authorities hard working behavioural insight and nudge
units. Working around the clock to ensure United Nations depopulation genocide
Agenda 2030 is carried out! Without The Low I.Q Pride movements, authorities around
the world wouldn’t be able to carry out mass genocide via William’s Toxic Arm Brew!

Disclaimer: Fockham Hall Times is against all forms of totalitarianism. We believe in revealing the
truth, regardless of how ugly or inconvenient the truth may be.

Editorial
Greetings from Fockham
Hall! Many thanks for your
support. Please join us for
live chat every Monday @
8:00pm (UK Time) on
youtube: Eric Von Essex.
There are also continuous updates on
www.fockhamhallradio.com

G7 and other jolly meetings where smug gits in puppet
governments meet. Should they be
renamed "Psychopaths R us?"
Joking aside, we humans will never be able to
understand the vile mindset of psychopaths but
they seem to have a hypnotic hold over most of
humanity.
That aspect has puzzled me for years. I've
worked in offices where everyone was relaxed All standing apart due to Bojo’s killer fart!
and happy. Then a psychopath comes on the
scene and people suddenly become monsters in order to get on the good side of
the psycho. It's as if they are terrified of becoming a victim so instantly adapt to
appease the psycho bully. Maybe it's a natural self preservation mechanism that
kicks in?
Our corrupt system of fake democracy in which usury scammers ensure anyone
getting to power must be favourable to them has gone on too long. Sadly the
masses continue to fall under the hypnotic trance of the psycho elite.
The continuous cycle of war, fake epidemics and constant fear and stress is a
method psychopaths have used for centuries as a distraction.
Every mass awakening has been destroyed from within. The mass wake up in
the 1920's almost overthrew the elite. Secret service agents infiltrated and
destroyed groups from within. Then a controlled opposition was set up (a fake
government controlled veteran’s charity) and sadly the masses fell under the
psychopath's hypnotic control. Sadly I see history repeating itself.
Eric Von Essex.

Athlete’s Foot – A Deadly Killer!
By H.R.H Sir John Hamer, President of The Peoples’ Republic of Scarbados.

The deadly athletes foot pandemic (which starts with ‘pan’ rather than ‘epi’ and is
thus much more scary) that has cut a swathe of carnage throughout the civilised
world and may already have claimed a billion lives, looks set to claim several
gazillion more according to recent discoveries by totally believable scientists.
Officials representing Big Pharma and other, similar humanitarian and charitable
organisations such as the Gates Foundation, the CDC and the WHO have
ordered governments to take urgent action as the pandemic shows no sign of
abating. It may in fact present a bigger threat to ‘Life As We Know It,’ than any of
the previous pandemics that infected literally tens of people worldwide, such as
Bird Flu, Swine Flu, Ebola, and covid and brought common sense to a complete
standstill.
A scientific team working for the pharmaceutical giant BCI (Benevolent
Chemicals Inc) and therefore totally unbiased, made the shock discovery whilst
researching how to find a use for existing vaccines that might otherwise be
wasted and threaten the pharmaceutical industry with the nightmare scenario of
having manufactured a product from which it is unable to profit.
Hitherto, athletes foot had never been considered particularly deadly except in
rare cases of people who have more than two feet, but it is now known that it is
caused by a variety of fungi all belonging to a sinister, highly infectious, and
highly mutable group called dermatophytes.
Dermatophytes are now believed to be the most dangerous fungi in the universe.
Totally genuine research has determined that they may have killed more than five
billion people since history began. Officially dubbed a ‘Huge Scary Threat’ by the
government pursuant to instructions from a number of charitable bodies such
as RIGHT (the Rothschild Institute for Global Hysteria and Terror)
and HOAX (Help an Aged Oligarch eXterminate you), dermatophyte fungi were
found in the feet of one in three of the corpses examined by scientists at a New
York mortuary. As nearly three million people die in the US every year this
proves that athlete’s foot is now linked to at least a million deaths a year in the
US alone.
It explains too why athlete’s foot escaped attention for so long because, whilst
the cause of death of one in three people appeared at first glance to be a variety
of things such as pneumonia, leprosy, heart attacks, getting shot, being run over
by a bus etc., it is now believed after intensive scientific research by people who
know far more than you about these things, that these were merely complications
brought on by the deadly dermatophyte infection.
It is believed that once dermatophytes take up residence in the human foot, it

disables the immune system even more effectively than vaccines, thus rendering
the human body defenceless in the face of attacks by hostile agents such as
viruses, junk food, the pharmaceutical industry, Bill Gates, Boris Johnson, and
other deadly killers.
The statistical evidence, in so far as dermatophytes were also found on the
corpses of one in three people who died from falling out of windows, getting shot,
working with glyphosate, or being vaccinated, also proves that the infection
makes people accident prone.
Further horrific revelations also show that athlete’s foot, found to be thriving in the
toes of many suicide victims, politicians, bankers, bribed scientists, and other
similarly deranged people, causes severe mental illness. UK Prime Minister
Boris Johnson and other beneficiaries of the Gates’ billions, having studied the
scientific findings for more than three minutes, announced jubilantly this week
that preparations are now being made to forcibly isolate up to one million
athlete’s foot victims in specially designated internment camps, as they ‘present a
clear and present danger’ not only to themselves but to all normal people such as
psychiatrists, politicians, arms and drug dealers and corporate oligarchs,
everywhere.
National security agencies, alerted to the threat, are now exploring the links
between athlete’s foot and terrorism. It is known for example, that before he was
killed and dumped in the sea to save the public the cost of an embarrassing trial
that would have revealed the real truth of 9/11 to the world, the infamous terrorist
leader and Homeland Security asset, Osama Bin Laden, once complained of
severely itchy feet to a close confidant.
It is also believed now, that crazy conspiracy theorists are deliberately spreading
deadly athletes foot and that the pandemic may be the result of a plot by these
domestic terrorists (who are already suspected of being to blame for everything
else, such as the national debt, government corruption, corporate lawlessness,
banking scams, unemployment, autism, media disinformation, 9/11, and the Irish
potato famine etc., and not Vladimir Putin or China as was previously believed) to
smuggle this deadly biological warfare agent into the country cunningly hidden
between their toes.
But just when it seemed that the human race was doomed, Benevolent
Chemicals Inc, has come to the rescue in the form of a new vaccine, Necrocon™, which by an amazing coincidence had been just sitting right there in their
fridge for three years as no-one had yet found a profitable market for it, but which
it just so happens is really, really good at preventing athlete’s foot.
Anti-vaxxers, athlete’s foot deniers™ and other terrorist groups who should be
brutally exterminated without trial, point out that Necro-con™ contains highly
toxic aluminium, mercury, human embryos, aardvark semen, antifreeze, DNA
altering chemicals and bat faeces and has been linked to autism, cancer, and
sudden death, but really, really genuine scientists and definitely not totally made-

up ones, point out that the risks are definitely outweighed by the benefits. For
example, a child injected with a whole series of the Necro-con™ vaccine in its
first year of life will possibly have a much reduced chance of dying from athlete’s
foot or its many, many serious complications.
During Necro-con™ trials, of the many thousands of children under twelve who
inexplicably died or became inexplicably ill or autistic, less than one percent were
found to have athlete’s foot, thus proving its efficacy beyond all reasonable doubt.
As a result of these successful trials, Necro-con™ vaccination is now expected to
become mandatory in the UK, USA, Canada, Australia, and many other countries
in favour of population culling, later this year.
So please be alert and do not worry unduly, but if you do suffer from itchy feet,
the WHO advises that you should not forget that you are in imminent danger of
sudden death.
Please see John’s website: http://falsificationofhistory.co.uk

Finance News.
By Our Financial Anal ist Hugh Jarse.

Invest in Toilet Paper! Get in now whilst the
going is good!
As people throughout the world soil themselves worrying
about fake voodoo flu, sales of toilet paper are going through
the roof! Government agencies are also stockpiling toilet paper.
A Westminster insider told us: “As people wake up to the fact
that a fake-demic has been created, via made up statistics,
bent tests and diagnosis, to bring
about a mass population cull via
William’s Toxic Arm Brew, Politicians
involved in the scam are now spending
a lot of their time in the toilet. They are
terrified of ending up swinging from a
lamppost!”
In an emergency, Westminster staff often knock on the toilet
door saying, “Please come out, there's a crisis out here!” The
reply is normally, “There's a crisis in here as well!”

How to Deal with Your Bank
By H.R.H Sir John Hamer, President of The Peoples’ Republic of Scarbados.

Dear Sir
I am writing to thank you for bouncing my cheque with which I endeavoured to
pay my plumber last week.
By my calculations, 3 nanoseconds must have elapsed between his presenting
the cheque and the arrival in my account of the funds needed to cover it.
I refer, of course, to the automatic monthly deposit of my entire pension, an
arrangement which, I admit, has been in place for only 8 years.
You are to be commended for your diligence in seizing that brief window of
opportunity to bounce the cheque, and also for debiting my account £30 by way
of penalty for the severe inconvenience caused to your bank.
My thankfulness springs from the manner in which this incident has caused me to
rethink my errant financial ways. I cannot help but notice that whereas I
personally answer your telephone calls and letters, yet when I try to contact you, I
am confronted by the impersonal, overcharging, pre-recorded, faceless entity
which your bank has become.
From now on I, like you, choose only to deal with a flesh-and-blood person.
My mortgage and loan repayments will therefore and hereafter no longer be
automatic, but will arrive at your bank by cheque, addressed personally and
confidentially to an employee at your bank whom you must nominate.
Be aware that it is an OFFENCE under the Postal Act for any other person to
open such an envelope. Please find attached an Application Contract which I
require your chosen employee to complete and return to me. I know it runs to
eighteen pages, but in order that I know as much about him or her as your bank
knows about me, there is no alternative sadly.
Please note that all copies of his or her medical history must be countersigned by
a solicitor and the mandatory details of his/her financial situation (income,
outgoings, debts, assets, and liabilities) must be accompanied by documented
proof. In due course, and at my own convenience, I will issue your nominated
employee with a PIN number which he/she must always quote in dealings with
me.
I regret that it cannot be shorter than 28 digits but, again, I have modelled it on
the number of button presses required of me to access my account balance on
your telephone banking service. As they say, imitation is the sincerest form of
flattery.
Let me level the playing field even further…. When you call me, press buttons as
follows:

IMMEDIATELY AFTER DIALING, PRESS THE STAR (*) BUTTON ONCE FOR
ESPERANTO, TWICE FOR WELSH AND THREE TIMES FOR ENGLISH
Then press…
1 To make an appointment to see me
2 To query a missing payment.
3 To transfer the call to my living room in case I am there.
4 To transfer the call to my bedroom in case I am sleeping.
5 To transfer the call to my toilet in case I am attending a call of nature.
6 To transfer the call to my mobile phone if I am not at home.
7 To leave a message on my computer. For this, a password to access my
computer is required which will be communicated to you at a later date by
registered post to the authorised contact mentioned earlier.
8 To make a general complaint or inquiry. The contact will then be put on hold,
pending the connection to my automated answering service.
9 To return to the main menu and to listen to options 1 through 8 again
Whilst this may on occasions involve a lengthy wait, uplifting muzak will play for
the entire duration of the waiting period.
(please note that there may be instances where after waiting for an indeterminate
amount of time you are accidentally cut off at the point where I answer your call.
This is entirely unavoidable with modern technology I’m afraid).
Regrettably, but again following your example, I must also levy a one-off fee of
£30 to cover the setting-up of this new arrangement.
May I also take this opportunity to wish you a happy, if ever so slightly less
prosperous New Year? Your humble customer
PS. …and please remember… Don’t make old people angry. We don’t like being
old in the first place, so it doesn’t take much to piss us right off.

The Wherethefukarwe Tribe.
By our resident Archaeologist F. K.N Bore.

Long before the Romans invaded Britain, the Wherethefukarwe tribe
were a race of very short people. They lived in an area of very long
grass. The tribe had a terrible sense of direction. After a day of hunting
in the long grass, the tribe had a strange ritual. They would get on each
others shoulders to form a human pyramid. The man at the top would
scan the horizon, then shout “WHERETHEFUKARWE!” The tribe lived
near another tribe called the “Whothefukaryou.” They didn't like
strangers! Nobody knows what happened to the Wherethefukarwe tribe
but scientists believe their descendants are now working on cheap
Chinese Sat-Navs that send you in the wrong direction!
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Bankster’s Financial Advice

Rid yourself of unwanted relatives and inherit
£££££’s with 4 simple steps thanks to
“William’s Toxic Arm Brew!”
1. Ensure your unwanted relative listens to
mainstream fear porn propaganda 24/7
2. Within a day or so they will be a quivering
wreck. Whilst terrified get them to sign their
estate over to you!
3. Continuously encourage them to have
“William’s Toxic Arm Brew!” **
4. Death follows shortly afterwards and you
inherit their money! *
* Please note: WTAB may take up to five years to euthanize your relative.
**Thanks to UN Depopulation Agenda 2030, genocide is now actively
encouraged provided it’s done via “William’s Toxic Arm Brew!”

Customers Success
Mr R.Sole of Scunthorpe:

Enorma Stitz of Bumfreeze:

Our house smelt of stale piss due to
unwanted granny. We forced her to
have WTAB and she croaked it within
a day and we got her money! We didn’t
even have to go to her funeral!

I had an unwanted husband
and insisted he has WTAB.
Now he is in intensive care
and I’ve moved in with my
lover!
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